
Early Successes of 

Reconstruction



FYI Democrats = pro-slavery, states’ rights

Republicans = anti-slavery, pro-federal government

Radical Republicans = a group of Republicans in Congress who wanted really 
big changes in how the country was doing things

The Radical Republicans were furious at how lenient President Johnson’s plan was 
toward ex-Confederates and how little it did to help freed African Americans.

When the Republicans took over Congress the next year (1866), they basically 
through out Johnson’s plan and started a whole new one.  This was called Radical
Reconstruction.



Constitutional Amendments After the Civil War
(the “Reconstruction Amendments”)

• 13th – Officially prohibited Slavery

• 14th – Granted citizenship to anyone born in the U.S. 

AND

• promised “equal protection under the law” to all citizens 

• 15th – Granted all men (black men) the right to vote

In order to rejoin the Union, now the defeated states had to accept three new amendments to the 
U.S. Constitution:



The Freedmen’s Bureau

•Established to set up schools, 
register voters, and help poor 
blacks in the South.



The Radical Republicans sent
Northern troops to

________________________

to ensure proper treatment
Of African Americans.

The troops would stay there for

______ years.

occupy the South
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Union General William T. Sherman’s Special Field Order No. 15--Jan. 16, 1865. 
• Section 1: “The islands from Charleston, south, the abandoned rice fields 

along the rivers for thirty miles back from the sea, and the country bordering 
the St. Johns river, Florida, are reserved and set apart for the settlement of 
the negroes [sic] now made free…”

• Section 2: ” … on the islands, and in the settlements hereafter to be 
established, no white person whatever … will be permitted to reside; and the 
sole and exclusive management of affairs will be left to the freed people 
themselves ….”

• Section 3: ” … each family shall have a plot of not more than (40) acres of 
tillable ground, and when it borders on some water channel, with not more 
than 800 feet water front...”

• With this Order, 400,000 acres of land — a strip of coastline stretching from 
Charleston, South Carolina, to the St. John’s River in Florida, including 
Georgia’s Sea Islands and the mainland thirty miles in from the coast--would 
be redistributed to the newly freed slaves. 

40 Acres and a Mule?

http://www.georgiaencyclopedia.org/nge/Article.jsp?id=h-3353






Lincoln had given his approval for this, 

BUT

When Andrew Johnson became president he backtracked and gave the 
land back to its original owners.

How could U.S. history have been different if African Americans had been 
allowed to keep some land for themselves……



• Now, you’ll be analyzing some documents/readings from this time 
period and learning more about how African Americans made strides 
toward moving forward from slavery.

• For Part I, open “Political Gains” on Mr. D’s website under today’s date 
and complete the analysis questions.

• For Part II, open “Social and Economic Gains.”  Read each section and 
explain what changes occurred during Reconstruction.


